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Santo Domingo (Spanish pronunciation: [Ëˆsanto Ã°oËˆmiÅ‹É¡o] meaning "Saint Dominic"), officially Santo
Domingo de GuzmÃ¡n, is the capital and largest city in the Dominican Republic and the largest metropolitan
area in the Caribbean by population. In 2010, its population was counted as 965,040, rising to 2,908,607
when its surrounding metropolitan area was included.
Santo Domingo - Wikipedia
Visa requirements for Jordanian citizens are administrative entry restrictions by the authorities of other states
placed on citizens of Jordan.As of May 2018, Jordanian citizens had visa-free or visa on arrival access to 50
countries and territories, ranking the Jordanian passport 85th in terms of travel freedom (tied with Algerian
and Egyptian passports) according to the Henley Passport Index.
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If you are an R blogger yourself you are invited to add your own R content feed to this site (Non-English R
bloggers should add themselves- here)
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The Office of Public Affairs (OPA) is the single point of contact for all inquiries about the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA). We read every letter, fax, or e-mail we receive, and we will convey your comments to CIA
officials outside OPA as appropriate.
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